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SOME ASPECTS OF AUTOMATIC CONTINUITY

JAMES D. STEIN, JR.

This paper deals with problems concerning: the continuity
of various linear maps between Banach spaces. In the first
section, it is shown that if an algebra with automatic continuity
properties is mapped reasonably into another algebra, that
other algebra has automatic continuity properties. In the
second section, properties of ideals crucial to automatic con-
tinuity questions are investigated. The third section deals
with linear maps of regular commutative semi-simple Banach
algebras. The last section concerns automatic continuity ques-
tions when restrictions are placed on the range of the maps.

Let X, Y be topological vector spaces, T a linear map from X into
Y. Questions of automatic continuity can, in general, be stated as
follows: what structural restrictions on X and Y, and what hypotheses
on T, are sufficient to ensure the continuity of Γ? Unless X is finite-
dimensional, it is, of course, necessary to place some hypotheses on
the nature of T. In general, automatic continuity theorems can be
classified into two major categories: Those in which the primary restric-
tions are placed on the domain space X, and those in which the primary
restrictions are placed on the range space Y. In this paper we shall
investigate both types of theorems. All maps will be assumed to be
linear.

1* Separable maps and module actions* The following concept
was introduced in [9]; we present here a slight but useful generali-
zation.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let A, B, X, Y be normed spaces, q: A x B—>X
a continuous bilinear form. Let T: X~* Y be linear, and let R+ denote
the positive reals. We say T is separable (with respect to q) if there
exist functions f:A~>R+, g:B~+R+ such that || T(q(a, b)) || ^f(a)g(b)
for all aeA, beB.

The proof of the following basic lemma is a trivial modification of
([9], Lemma 1.1), and so will be omitted.

LEMMA 1.1. Let A, B be Banach spaces, X, Y normed spaces,
q: A x B—>X a continuous bilinear form, and T:X-+Y a linear
map separable with respect to q. Let {an} gΞ A, {bk} £ B such that
Q(an, bk) = 0 if n Φ k. Then
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There are two important examples of interesting bilinear forms q
and related separable maps. The first example of an interesting bilinear
form is algebra multiplication, i.e., A = B = X and q(a, b) = ab. The
second is module multiplication. Let X be a Banach A-module (a
Banach space with a continuous bilinear map (α, x) —> ax which satisfies
the usual associativity relationship).

LEMMA 1.2. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, Z a normed linear space.
Let π:X—+Y be continuous and onto, and let T: Y—+Z be linear.
Then T is continuous iff Ton is continuous.

Proof. Suppose that T°τz is continuous, and let yn—*Q in Y
Then there is a sequence {xn} in X such that xn —> 0 and π{xn) = yn.
So 2tyΛ->0.

We are thus led to the following diagram:

A

It is clearly unreasonable for us to attempt to obtain nontrivial results
by making assumptions about Toπ, so we shall make assumptions con-
cerning the structure of A and the nature of T and π.

The time has now come to introduce some ideals that are extremely
useful in the study of automatic continuity questions.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let A be a Banach algebra, Y a normed space,
T: A —> Y. Let JL = {α e A \ b —> T(ba) is continuous}, JR = {a e A \ b —>
T(ab) is continuous} and J — {ae A | (6, c) —> T(bac) is continuous}.

JL is a left ideal, JR is a right ideal, and J is a two-sided ideal.
If there are several maps under consideration, we shall refer to JL(T),
etc. If A is known to be commutative, we shall let J denote JL — JR;
hopefully, no confusion will result.

DEFINITION 1.3. A Banach algebra A will be called an automatic
algebra if every linear map T: A —> Y which is separable with respect
to algebra multiplication is continuous. A will be called a semi-
automatic algebra if every linear map T: A-+ Y which is separable
with respect to algebra multiplication and such that J is a closed two-
sided ideal is continuous.

Examples of automatic algebras are the continuous Von Neumann
algebras (see [9], § 2); and a modification of Ringrose's proof that every
module-valued derivation of a C*-algebra is continuous ([10]) will show
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that C*-algebras are semi-automatic.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be an automatic algebra, XaBanach space,
Ya normed space. Let T: X—>Y be linear, π: A—>X continuous and
onto such that Toπ is separable. Then T is continuous.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1.2.

There is, of course, an obvious analogue of Proposition 1.1 for semi-
automatic algebras; in addition to all the above hypotheses we must
require that J(T<>π) be closed. This leads to two questions. First,
suppose that Tis separable; when is the lift Toπ separable? Second,
suppose that the ideal J(T) is closed; when is the ideal J(T<>π) also
closed?

We repeat here a definition from ([9]).

DEFINITION 1.4. A Banach algebra A is called a Johnson algebra
if it contains an infinite sequence of orthogonal idempotents, and there
are no proper two-sided ideals which contain an infinite sequence of
orthogonal idempotents.

Our next goal is the following proposition, the utility of which
derives from the fact that π is not required to be surjective, nor even
to have closed range.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let A be a Johnson algebra, X a Banach algebra,
and suppose 3 continuous maps L, R: A -+ X such that a continuous
map π:A—>X satisfies π(ab) = L(a)R(b) for a, be A. Let T:X—>Y be
separable with respect to algebra multiplication. Then, for any aeA,
we have

suΏ{\\T(π(bac)x)\\\b,ceA,xeXy | | 6 | | ^ 1 , | |o| | ^ 1, IMI ^ 1} < -

Proof. For convenience, let S = {(6, c, x) e A x A x X \ \\ b || ^ 1,
|| c || ^ 1, || x || <̂  1}, and let I = {a e A \ (b, c, x) —> T(π(bac)x) is continu-
ous on A x A x X). If a e I and δ', cf e A, then (6, c, x) —> {W, c, x) —>
T(π(b(b'a)c)x) and (6, c, x) —> (b, c'c, x) —+ T{π{b{acτ)c)x) are continuous, so
I is a two-sided ideal. Define q: Ax X-* X by q(a, x) — L(a)x; q is
clearly a continuous bilinear form. Note that, if e is an idempotent,
π(bec)x = π((be)(ec))x — L(be)R(ec)x = q(bef R(ec)x). Note also that if
a, be A and ab = 0, 0 = π(ab) = L(a)R(b).

Let {en} be an orthogonal sequence of idempotents in A; we are
done if we can show IN such that n ^ N=*en e I. Suppose not, and
by re-numbering if necessary assume that no en e I. Recalling that R
is continuous, we can therefore choose, for each integer n, a triple
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(K cn, xn) e S such that || T(π(bnencn)xn) \\>n\\ en | | 21| R ||. Consider
the sequences {bnen} g A, {R(encn)xn} £ X. Then n Φ m => q{bnen,
R{emcm)xm) = L(6%e%)i2(emcm)α;m = 0, and so by Lemma 1.1, supw || T(q(bnen,
R{encn)xn)) || / || 6ne. || || i2(encw)a?n | | < <*>. But n\\ bnen\\ \\ R{encn)xn \\ ̂
n || en | | 2 1| R | | < || 2X7r(W»K) || = || Γ(?(δΛeΛ, % ς ) ^ ) ) ||, a contradic-
tion which, along with the structure of a Johnson algebra, establishes
the desired result.

One obvious corollary occurs when the algebra X has an identity,
and the range of the map π contains this identity. Then every separable
map of X is continuous. A consequence of this is the following result.

COROLLARY 1.2.1. Let A be a Johnson algebra with identity, X
a Banach algebra with identity, π:A-^X a homomorphism {which is
automatically continuous, by [6], Theorem 3.3) such that the image of
the identity of A is the identity of X. Then X has a unique Banach
algebra topology.

Proof. If (X, || ||) and (X, | |) are two normed algebra topologies
for X, the identity i: (X, || ||) —>{X, \ |) is a homeomorphism by Propo-
sition 1.2.

A precursor of Proposition 1.2 can be found in [11], where it is
observed that tensoring Johnson algebras with Banach algebras with
identity yields a Johnson algebra.

A crucial ingredient of the proof of Proposition 1.2 is the ability
to take the element π(ab)x and "associate" b with x by means of the
equality π(ab)x = L(ά)[R(b)x]. Another instance in which this "asso-
ciation" can be performed is when X is an A-module. The following
proposition can be proved in a manner similar to Proposition 1.2.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be a Johnson algebra, X a Banach
A-module. Let q: A x X —> X be the continuous bilinear form defined
by module multiplication, and assume that T: X —> Y is separable with
respect to this bilinear form. Then for each ae A,

We digress for a moment to mention an attraction of the A-module
concept. Let K denote the usual Cantor set, C{K) the algebra of all
continuous complex functions on K. It is unknown as to whether or
not there are any discontinuous homomorphisms of C(K) (or any non-
trivial C(Ω), for that matter) into a normed algebra. Let B(C(K))
denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on the Banach space
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C(K); since C{K) is a Banach space with a continued bisection (see
[6] for the relevant definitions and theorems), B(C(K)) is a Johnson
algebra. Moreover, C(K) has a natural .B(C(ϋΓ))-module structure,
namely if fe C{K\ TeB(C(K)), multiplication is defined by Tf. The
problem here is that separability of a map of C(K) with respect to
algebra multiplication into a normed linear space does not a priori induce
separability of that same map with respect to module multiplication.
In fact, about the only time one can conclude that separability with
respect to algebra multiplication implies separability with respect to
module multiplication is when both A and X are commutative and X
has an identity e. In this case, if a e A and x e X, we have T(ax) =
T((ae)(ex)), and since aeeX we see that the above statement holds.

Consider now the following question: let X, Y be Banach spaces,
and let T, f: X—> Y be linear maps. Let A be a sub-algebra of B(X),
and suppose that for each SeA, we can find an SeB(Y) such that
for each x e X, T(Sx) = S(fx). What can be said about the continuity
of Γ?

In this instance we make use of the fact that X is a i?(X)-module
in the obvious fashion, q: B(X) x X—>X is defined by q{S, x) — Sx.
Since T(q(S, x)) = T(Sx) = S(fx), we have || T(q(S, x)) \\^\\S \\ \\ fx \\ <

max (|| S ||, l)max(| | fx\\, 1), and so T is separable with respect to q.
Utilizing this relationship, one can obtain generalizations of the results
of Griffin ([4]), who considered this problem when A was an algebra
of operators on a Hubert space H, and S = S, Y = X = H.

Note that the results of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 require that A
be stronger than just an automatic algebra (the infinite-dimensionality
of Johnson algebras is critical), for if A = ^ the complex numbers,
and X is any complex Banach algebra with an identity e, the map
π: A —• X defined by π(s) — se satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.2,
but it is clearly ridiculous to expect every separable map of X to be
continuous.

The useful fact about Johnson algebras is that virtually any ideal
that is related somehow to continuity questions is the entire algebra.
The algebraic structure is powerful enough to overcome most obstacles.
However, Lemma 1.1 guarantees that, in any algebra rich in orthogonal
elements, any continuity related ideal will tend to be large.

Now let A be a C*-algebra. Although the algebra structure of
A is no longer as powerful as that of a Johnson algebra, it is quite
rich in orthogonal elements. We shall show that, if the map T is
sufficiently restricted, a two-sided continuity related ideal (defined in
much the same manner as the ideal I in Proposition 1.2) will turn out
to be closed and cofinite. This idea, of course, derives from Ringrose's
argument on module derivations of C*-algebras, in which he shows that,
if T is such a derivation, the ideal JL is two-sided, closed, and cofinite,
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and in addition T\ JL is continuous. These facts are sufficient to ensure
the continuity of T. For our problem, however, this will not in general
suffice, since the ideal we will consider is contained in A rather than
X.

Although the work done now is intended to apply to C*-algebras,
later in this paper we shall show that it is applicable to other algebras
as well, one of which is the algebra of all absolutely convergent Fourier
series.

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A be a C*-algebra, X a Banach algebra,
π:A—>X a homomorphism. Let Y be a normed space, T:X—>Y
separable with respect to algebra multiplication. Let I ~ {ae A\(x,y)—>
T(xπ(a)y) is continuous}. Then I is a two-sided ideal in A with cofinite
closure.

Proof. If ae I, be A, then (χf y) —* (xπ(b), y) —> T(xπ(b)π(a)y) =
T(xπ(ba)y) is continuous, so I is a left ideal; similarly it is also a right
ideal.

We now assert that, if {an}, {bm} are sequences from A such that
anbm = 0 if n Φ m, then 3iV such that n ^ N=> anbn e I. The proof
is sufficiently similar to a portion of Proposition 1.2 to eliminate the
necessity of establishing the assertion. The fact that the closure of
I is coίinite now follows from Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 of [7].

First of all, note that π is not required to be continuous (although
it may be possible to establish that it is, depending upon the structure
of A and X). There are some attractive corollaries available.

COROLLARY 1.4.1. If π is continuous and J(T) is closed, then I
is closed.

Proof. Note that / = π~\J(T)), and the assertion follows.

A simple example shows that, even in the circumstances specified
by Corollary 1.4.1, A need not be equal to I. Let A = CS?, the complex
numbers, and let X be a Banach algebra with an identity e and a
discontinuous module derivation T: X—* Y. J(T) is closed, and define
TΓ: A -> X by π(s) = se. Then either I = (0) or 1 = A. But if I = A,
then T would be continuous.

However, there are examples of C*-algebras whose structure is
sufficiently strong, in addition to the Von Neumann algebras with no
finite Type I part.

COROLLARY 1.4.2. Let A be a C*-algebra with an identity and no
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proper closed cofinite ideals, and suppose that the image under π of
the identity of A is the identity of X. Then T is continuous.

Proof. By the hypotheses, I = A, so / contains elements of A
where distance from the identity is less than 1. These elements are
invertible, so / = A, and the result follows.

Results analogous to these can of course be obtained for the case
when X is an A-module, as long as the given map T is separable with
respect to the module multiplication. These results will parallel Propo-
sition 1.4 and its corollaries in the same way that Proposition 1.3
parallels Proposition 1.2.

The results of this section can roughly be paraphrased as follows:
if a reasonable algebra A can be reasonably mapped into a Banach
algebra X, then X is reasonable.

2 The ideals JL, JR, and /• The purpose of this section is to
assemble some facts concerning the ideals JL — {x e X \ y —> T(yx) is
continuous}, JR — {x e X\ y-^> T(xy) is continuous}, and J={x e X\ (y, z)—*
T(yxz) is continuous}, and some consequences.

LEMMA 2.1. ( a ) Let S be a closed subspace of JBPiJL Then
1K>O such that s,teS=*\\T(st)\\ ^ JBΓ||β|| | | ί | | .

( b) Let S be a closed right ideal, S S J j . f l JL- Then 3K > 0 such
that s,teS, xeX=*\\ T(stx)\\ ^ K\\s \\ || t \\ \\x\\. If S is a closed left
ideal, the conclusion holds for \\ T(xst) ||.

( c ) Let S be a closed right ideal, S ^JRf] JL> such that S con-
tains a bounded left approximate identity. Then IK > 0 such that
\\T(sx)\\^K\\s\\\\x\\forseSfxeX.

Proof, ( a ) is ([12], Proposition 2.1).
( b ) Follows immediately from (a).
( c ) By the Johnson-Varapolous extension of Cohen's Factorization

Theorem, if {sn} ϋ S and sn—>0, we can find teS, {un}SS such that
un —+ 0 and s = tun (see [5] for a proof; an attractive result, due to
Taylor in [14], is that a slightly strengthened version of this simul-
taneous sequential factorization property is equivalent to the existence
of a bounded approximate identity). For each xeX with | | # | | ̂  1,
define Um: S-+ Y by 17.(8) = T(sx). Fix x, \\ x \\ ^ 1, and let βn —0 in
S. If sn = tun as above, then Ux(sn) = T(t(unx)) -• 0 by part (a) of
this lemma, so Ux is continuous. For each seS, sup{||Z7"β(β) || \xeX9

\\x\\ ^ 1} = sup{ | | T(sx)\\ \xeX, \\x\\ ^1} < oo since seJR. Since S

is closed, the result now follows from the Uniform Boundedness
Principle.
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The following proposition suggests that one may be able to obtain
continuity related results in the absence of an a priori separability
condition.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Abe a Banach algebra, X and Y be normed
linear spaces, and let {ψa \ a e A] be a uniformly bounded family of
linear maps from X into Y. Let T: A—>X be linear. For each a e A,
let Sa be a closed subspace of JB{Ψa ° T) which satisfies the following
condition: if xn—>0 and {xn} S Sa, 3ye JR(Ψa° T), {zn} £ A such that
zn —» 0 and x% = yzn. Then 3al9 , ane A such that {φa o T \ a e A} is
equicontinuous on ΠS?-i S*k>

Proof. Let aeA, let xn —>0 in Sa, and factor xn — yzn as above.
Then <Pa(Txn) = <PaoT(yzn)->0 since yeJB(φaoT), and so ΨaoT\Sa

is continuous. For each xeX, \\φao T(x) \\ ̂  11 φa \\ \\ Tx \\, and so
{φao TI a e A} is pointwise-bounded. The conclusion now follows from
([13], Theorem 1).

Before continuing let us note that, in Proposition 2.1, we can
assume that <pa: X—+Ya for some normed linear space Ya, as we can
then form ί 0 F α = Y, inject Ya isometrically into Y, and proceed.

COROLLARY 2.1.1. Assume that, as in the above comment, for each
xeX, we can find a normed linear space Yx9 an a(x)eA, and a
constant d>0 independent of x such that \\φa{x)(x)\\ ^> d \\x\\: then
T\ Γ\k=iSajc is continuous (all other notation as in Proposition 2.1).

Proof. Prom Proposition 2.1, let \\φa(Ta)\\ ^ ίΓ | |α | | for a e Πk=iSak;
then for each ae f)t=i Sak, d || Ta | | ^ || φa{Ta)(Ta) \\ ^ JSΓ|| a\\, and done.

Returning to the problem of homomorphisms of C(X) for X a
compact Hausdorff space, let T: C(X) ^ 5 be a Banach algebra homo-
morphism. It is well-known ([1], Theorem 4.3) that T(C(X)) = C{Ω)@R,
where Ω is also a compact Hausdorff space and R is the Jacobson radical
of T(C(X)). Consider the natural projection P: C(Ω) φ R -> C(Ω); for
each x e C(Ω) we have Px — x, and thus, for all x e C(Ω) we can choose
Ψaix) — P and δ — 1 using the notation of Corollary 2.1.1. We are thus
led to the problem of finding, for each reR, a normed linear space
Yr, and a linear map φr: R —* Yr such that the {φr\re R) uniformly
separate the images {Ψr{^)} from 0 in the sense of Corollary 2.1.1.
Finally, we shall want the ideals J{φr o T) to be, in some sense, useful.

What type of maps would be useful in solving this problem? If
φr is a map such that the ideal J(φr o T) is closed and the composite
φro T is separable, then φro T is continuous; hence J(φro T) = C(X).
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But PoT is also continuous; consequently C(X) •= Πί=i^β J b, and we
would be done. Note that point derivations would provide possible
candidates for φr.

The next two propositions concern the relationship of the ideals
J(φaoT); and the proofs are motivated by the technique of [8].

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, X, Y
normed linear spaces. Let [φn] be a sequence of continuous maps from
X into Y, and assume 119**11 ^ 1 for all n. Let Jn = J{Ψn ° T), where
T:A—>X is linear. Then, if yneJn, \\yn\\ ^ 1, we have

Proof. Suppose not. Choose nu xγ such that

\\xx || < 1/2 max (l, Π II V* ll) and | ^ i [ Γ ( ( Π ^ ) ^ ) ] | > 2.

Having chosen nx < < np and xl9 , xp, we choose np+1 and xp+1

as follows: we wish to ensure the following conditions

( l) || φ^jTmϊ't1 ϊ i ) U II > v + 2 + Σ t i II iXΠJii »>)** II

( 3 ) For 1 ^ k <^ py let Mk denote the bound of the continuous
linear map x —> ^ ( Γ ί d l i ί i l/i)^))ϊ it i s continuous since ynkeJnk, which
is an ideal. We wish to have || 9>njfc(Γ((Π?ii 2/y)(Π;Sl+12/;K+0) II < 1/2P+1

for 1 ^ fe ^ p.

Property (3) can be accomplished by choosing

Π Vi | | a ; p + 1 | | < l / 2 * + 1 .

All three of these conditions can be satisfied if, given ε > 0, M> 0,
it is possible to find np+19 xp+1 with

II »p+i I K s,

To accomplish this, merely select np+1 such that

choose zp+1 attaining this inequality, || zp+ί\\ ^ 1, and let xp+1 = ε^+ 1.
Now let x = Σ P = I (Πi^12/;K>; by condition (2), a eA. For each

integer p, we have
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= 9>.,(g Γ((Π V*)**))

*<>*

But

and

ψ

so

τ L? + ι (

\u

Σ ( Π

Π l f i ^ I ^ - M , Σ π

and therefore,

τ((ί
by condition (2), which leads to the fact that || Tx || ^
|| ^ ( T a ; ) || > p, a contradiction.

The uniformity exhibited in the previous proposition by the sequence
{Πi-i Vj\n = l,2, •} is reminiscent, to some extent, of Lemma 1.1.
Although the proof of the following proposition is quite similar, the
conclusion tends to suggest that, for any collection of continuous {φn},
the ideals J(φn ° T) cannot be disjoint.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Abe a commutative Banach algebra, X, Y
normed linear spaces. Let T: A-^ X be linear, and let {φn} be a
sequence of continuous linear maps of X into Y, ||<PW|| ^ 1. Let
Jn = J(Φn° T), and assume {yn} g A such that yn+1 eJn for n = 1, 2,
• . Then IN such that Π L i Vk e Jn for n > N.

Proof. Suppose not, and choose a sequence {np\p = 1,2, } such
that np < np+1 and JHίiVk^Jn^ Note that, as in Proposition 2.2, we
can show that if z£j(ψoT), we can find, for any ε > 0, M> 0, a
ueA such that | | u | | < ε, \\φ(T(zu))\\ > M. Since ynp+1eJnp, let Mp

denote the bound of the continuous map x—+<pnp(T(xynp+J). Now
choose, by induction, a sequence {xk} g A satisfying the following con-
ditions.

( 1 ) For each integer p < k we have all three of (a), (b), and (c)
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satisfied

(a) l|α?4||||Π?i f +»^H< 2"*
( b ) \\x>\\\\IΓiiiVi\\<2-k

( c ) Λ f , | I Π ^ i » y | I H Π ί ί . p + . » y | | | l » * l l < 2 - * .

(2) ||9>.4(2χ(iΠiiv,)χk))II > * + i + Σ £ ί II muiLyfa)II.
These choices are possible because Iίjϊiyj0Jnk-

Now let x = Σ?=i(Πiίi3/i)»*; ^ e A by condition (lb) above. Also
note that

p / nk

* = Σ(Π Πίfck.J,+J Σ ( Π

= Σ ( π Vi) % + ( i l »i)i/ p+i UP

where ^ = Σ?=p+i(Π*ίnJ>+2 2/y)»* exists by condition (la). We now
observe that

and so

But 119>.p ( Γ ( Π J ί i Vj)Vnp+ίuP) \\^Mp\\n%yj\\\\up\\<l by condition
(lc), and so ||^Wp(To?) || ^ p. But then || Γa?|| ^ || <Pnp(Tx) \\ ^ p, a contra-
diction which completes the proof.

3* Commutative regular semi-simple algebras* The object of
this section is to apply the techniques of [1] to obtain more general
results, along the lines of [9] and the first section of this paper, for
A a commutative regular semi-simple Banach algebra. Throughout
this section, we will assume A is such an algebra, and that T, what-
ever its range may be, is separable with respect to algebra multipli-
cation. We shall prove the analogues of the theorems of [1], and
merely state the analogues of the propositions of the first section of
this paper without proof. We shall let Ω denote the maximal ideal
space of At and regard A as usual via the Gelfand isomorphism as an
algebra of continuous function on Ω.

Let X be a normed linear space, T:A—>X. We shall denote by
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5^ the collection of all open sets E £ Ω such that car(/) £Ξ E=* fe
J — {#e A I /—» T(fg) is continuous}. Here car (/) is the closure of
{w 6 β \f(w) Φ 0}. We use this definition, rather than the Bade-Curtis
definition, as it is more useful for our purposes.

LEMMA 3.1. // {fn}, {gn}SA, and fngm = 0 for n Φ m, then 3iSΓ
such that n ^ N => f.ngn eJ.

Proof. Once again, a portion of the proof of Proposition 1.2 is
sufficiently similar to a proof of this lemma that there is no need to
go through the motions.

LEMMA 3.2. If {En} is a sequence of disjoint open sets in Ω, then
3N such that n ^ N => Ene 2f.

Proof. Suppose not, and choose a sequence {nk} of integers,
Wk < nk+ι, such that no E%k e gf. For each integer fc, choose fke A
with car(/Λ) S En]e, fk& J. Since A is regular, choose a function #fc

which is 1 on a neighborhood of car(/ fc) and 0 on a neighborhood of
Ω — Enk. By Lemma 3.1, 3 an integer N such that k ^ N=*fkgkeJ.
By construction, //c = /fc^fc, a contradiction.

LEMMA 3.3. ^ is closed under arbitrary unions, and if Eo =
\J{E\Ee %?}, then Ω - EQ is finite.

Proof. This is sufficiently similar to Lemmas 3.3-3.7 of [1] to
present no problem.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If V is any neighborhood of F = Ω — Eo and
M(V) = {feA\f(V) = 0}, then T\M(V) is continuous.

Proof. Use the regularity of A to find a g e A which is 1 on a
neighborhood of Ω~ V and 0 on a neighborhood of F. Then car (g) gΞ EQ,
and so geJ. Choose K> 0 such that fe A => || T(fg)\\ ^ JK"||/| |. If
fe M(V), then /g = /, and done.

We note that the Bade-Curtis result that 3 a constant K> 0 such
that /, geA,fg=f, car(/) U car(</) £ JS70 =- IJ T(fg)\\ ^ K\\ f\\ \\g\\
(from which Proposition 3.1 can also be derived) can be obtained by
using their definition of g^ and Lemma 1.1. Let ^~(F) denote the
ideal of all fe A which vanish on some neighborhood of F, the neighbor-
hood varying with /, and let M(F) = {feA\ f(F) = 0}. We have
shown that ^~(F) £ J.

We note that, if an ideal I in a Banach algebra contains a bounded
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approximate identity, so does the ideal / . For suppose f e l and ε > 0;

let C be the bound of the approximate identity. Choose gel wi th

11/ — QII < εβ{C + 1) and e in the approximate identi ty with \\eg-g\\ <

ε/2. Then

l | e / - / H ^ | ( e / - β f l r | | + \\eg ~ g\\ + \\g - f\\

^ (\\e\\ + l)\\g - f\\ + \\eg - g\\

The reason for using our definition of gf is seen in the following
proposition.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that T is a separable map for which
J is closed, and assume that ^{F) contains a bounded approximate
identity. Then T \ ^(F) is continuous.

Proof. Since ^(F) a J, J7~(F) a J and J7~(F) contains a bounded
approximate identity. By the Johnson-Var&polous Factorization Theorem
cited in Lemma 2.1(c), if {fn}S^~(F) and fn -> 0, we can find h W
and {hn} a ^~(F\ hn~+0, such that fn = hhn. ButheJ=~ T(hhn)-+0,
and done.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be such that J7~(F) contains a bounded
approximate identity and that ^{F) — M(F). Then T is continuous
on a dense sub-algebra of A. If J is closed, then T is continuous.

Proof. The first part of the proposition proceeds similarly to
([1], Theorem 5.1). The second part follows from the fact that
is continuous by Proposition 3.2 and the fact that ^~{F) — M(F), which
is confinite, by hypotheses.

We note that the algebra of absolutely convergent Fourier series
is an example of an algebra satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition
3.3, and also that Katznelson has constructed an example ([1], 607-
608), which regrettably demonstrates that there exist algebras A such
that ^~(F) contains a bounded approximate identity, but J7~{F) is not
cofinite.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X be a Banach algebra, Y a normed linear
space, π: A—+ X a continuous homomorphism, and T: X—+ Y a sepa-
rable map. Let I = {a e A | x —* T(π(a)x) is continuous}. Then 3 a
finite subset FS-Ω such that ^~(F) g l . If J is closed, then ^(F) a I.
Similar results can be obtained when X is an A-module, T is
separable with respect to module multiplication, and I = {a e A \ x —»
T(ax) is continuous}.
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The natural problem now is to try to obtain results for commuta-
tive semi-simple algebras which are not a priori regular. Johnson
([8], Lemma 2) has made use of a substitute for regularity in proving
that every derivation of a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra
into itself is continuous, but his method relies heavily on various
properties of derivations, and does not readily apply to this problem.

4* Restrictions on the range* The rest of this paper has dealt
with automatic continuity problems when restrictions are placed upon
the domain of the map. However, there exist theorems in which
restrictions are placed upon the range, such as ([1], Theorem 4.5), which
states that every homomorphism of C(X) into an algebra with nil
Jacobson radical (some power of every element is 0) is continuous.

The problem we wish to consider in this section is the following:
Let Jzζ & be classes of Banach algebras such that, A e Jzf, ΰ e ^ , and
T: A—>B is a homomorphism, then T is continuous. Is there a pain-
less way of finding a class &' 2 & such that i e j ^ ΰ e ^ ' , and
T: A —> B is a homomorphism, then T is continuous? Although we
shall concern ourselves with homomorphisms of Banach algebras, it
will become apparent from the work in this section that the method
used can be applied to more general classes of Banach spaces and
maps.

We start by defining the separating ideals associated with a
homomorphism.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let X, Y be Banach algebras, T: X—> Y a homo-
morphism. Define S(T, X) = {x e X \ l{xn} S X such that xn —> 0 and
Txn-* Tx}, and define S(T, Y) = {yeY\ l{xn} £ X such that xn-+0
and Txn—*y}.

Note that S(T, X) is a closed two-sided ideal in X, and that S(T, Y)
is a closed subspace of Y. If Γ = T(X), S(T, Y) is also a two-sided
ideal. The Closed Graph Theorem insures that S(T, Y) = (0) => T is
continuous. For more properties of these ideals, see [2].

The basic device we shall use to study the problem is the following
elementary lemma.

LEMMA 4.1. Let A, B, C be Banach algebras, and let T^.A—^B,
T2:B-+C be homomorphisms such that Γ2° Tx: A—* C is continuous.
Then S(TU B) £ S(T2, B).

Proof. Let y e S(Tlf B). Then l{xn} £ A with xn -> 0, T,xn -> y.
Since Γ2o2\ is continuous, T2o T^x^-^O. So y-T^-^Q and
T2(y - T,xn) = T2y - T V T ^ ) — T2y, which implies that yeS(T2, B).
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When T:A—>B is continuous, it is easy to see that S(T, A) =
ker(Γ), the kernel of T. An immediate consequence of this remark
and the preceding lemma is that homomorphisms into commutative
semi-simple algebras are continuous. The preceding lemma also mo-
tivates the following definitions.

DEFINITION 4.2. Let Ĵ < ̂  be classes of Banach algebras such
that A e J*ζ B e &09 and Γ i ^ ΰ a homomorphism => T is continuous.
If X is a Banach algebra and B e &Q, define

£4{X, B) = Γ\ {S(T, X) I T: X-+B a homomorphism} .

Let &ί(X) = Π [S^{Xf B)\Be<^0}, and let ̂  be the collection of all
Banach algebras X for which S^(X) = (0).

Note that S^(X, B) and S^(X) are closed two-sided ideals. They
were defined with a view towards the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 4.1. If Aessf, BG&{, and T:A—>B is a homo-
morphism, then T is continuous.

Proof. We have observed that it suffices to show S(T, B) = (0).
If Ke&o and Φ:B-+K is a homomorphism, by Lemma 4.1 we see
that S(T, B) S S(Φ, B). So S(T, B) s SΌ(B) - (0).

Clearly ^ s ^ , for if Be &0, let i: B-+ B be the identity. It
clearly has zero kernel, which is the domain separating ideal since i
is continuous, and so S^{B) = (0).

This procedure can evidently be continued.

DEFINITION 4.3. Assume now that &% has been defined induc-
tively in such a way that AeJzf, Be&n, and T:A—»B a homo-
morphism => T is continuous. If X is a Banach algebra and Be&n,
define Si(X, B) = fl {S(Γ, X) | Γ: X-> B a homomorphism}, and let
£ζ(X) = Γi{-P (X,B)\Be^%}. Let ^ Λ + 1 denote the class of all
Banach algebras X for which Sζ,(X) = (0).

The following proposition has essentially been proved already.

PROPOSITION 4.2. ( a ) If Aej^ζ Be^n+ly and TiA-^B is a
homomorphism, then T is continuous.

(b) ^ S « S S U i
(c) Sl

Although we could continue this procedure transfinitely, which
would lead to questions of the existence of an ordinal λ such that
7 ^ λ => &r — &x, let us examine the results after a countable number
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of steps. Let &>(X) = Γj~=o^(X), and let ^ = {X| ^ ( X ) = (0)}.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Aes^ Be^, and T:A~>B be a homo-
morphism. Then T is continuous.

Proof. Let Ke^n for some integer n, and let Φ:B—>K be a
homomorphism. By Proposition 4.2(a) and Lemma 4.1, S(T, B) £

, B); consequently S(T, B) £ Sζ,(B) for each integer w, and so
) £ flSU ^(-B) - (0). The result follows.

It should be noted that the closed ideals {6^n(X)} are defined in
a way that makes them apparently have properties in common with
a radical. Two interesting properties of a radical (an ideal R(X)
defined for each algebra X in a given class of algebras) are

(1) X = R{X) => A = R(A) for any homomorphic image A of X
( 2 ) R(X/R(X)) = (0) for all X.

For a further description of radicals, see [3].
Clearly, property (2) above would be extremely useful, as it provides

a method of obtaining algebras into which every homomorphism whose
domain is an algebra in s%7 is continuous.

Let us just note that, if n ^ 1, the class -&n is closed under
sub-algebras, i.e., if j B e . ^ and Kis a Banach sub-algebra of B, then
KG &n. Let i: K—+B denote the isometric injection, and let Ce ^n-x.
Let T: B-+C be a homomorphism; then if xeS{T°i, K), we can find
&w->0 in K, Toi(χn)~^Toi(χ). But then i(&n)->0 in B, T(i(xn))->
T(ί(x)) => i{x) = xe S(T, B); hence S(Toiy K) £ S(T, B); so if ^(B) -
(0), clearly <9ζ(K) = (0). We can similarly assume ^ is closed under
sub-algebras.

Property (1) is rendered uninteresting by ([2], Proposition 4.7),
and besides it is property (2) that is useful for our problem. Under
certain conditions which are not too difficult to satisfy, property (2)
holds.

PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose that the class &n is closed under
quotients, i.e., if Be^n and I is a closed two-sided ideal in B,
B/Ie ,^?n. Then £^n(X) is the intersection of the kernels of continuous
homomorphisms from X into algebras in ^ny and S^n{XIS^n{X)) = (0).

Proof. Let X be a Banach algebra, ΰ e ^ , , and let T\X-+B
be a homomorphism. By the observation that έ%?n is closed under sub-
algebras, we can assume that T(X) = B, so S(T, B) is a closed two-
sided ideal in B. By ([2], Theorem 4.6), the homomorphism
T: X/S(T, X) — B/S(T, B) defined by f(x + S(T, X)) = Tx + S(T, B)
is a continuous isomorphism. Let π: X—>X/S(T, X) denote the quo-
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tient map: || π || ^ 1, and since B = B/S(T, B)e &n by assumption, let
f:X—*B be defined by f — T<>π. f is clearly continuous; since 7
is an isomorphism, ker(Γ) = ker(ττ) = S(T, X).

Now let 5 G ^ , and let T:X—>B be a homomorphism. Clearly
JSn(X) g S(T, X), so let i: X/£Z(X)-*X/S(T, X) be the natural map
defined by i(x + £%(X)) = x + S(T, X). Define f as in the preced-
ing paragraph, then T°i: X/Sζ,(X) —* B/S(T, B) is continuous and
S(X/Sί(X), foί) = ker (fo i) = ker (i) - {α; + ^ ( X ) | a? e Sf(Γ, X)}. So
^(X/^(X))Sker( ί ) for each i: X/£ί(X)-+X/S(T, X); but since ^ς(X)
is the intersection of all such S(T, X), we see that SZ(X/£s(X)) = (0).

Consider the case where J%? is the collection of all algebras C(X)
for some compact Hausdorff X, and ^ is the collection of all com-
mutative Banach algebras with nil Jacobson radical. In what appears
to be some sort of confirmation of the saying that "all roads lead to
Rome", we find ourselves faced with the following problem, which also
confronted us in § 2: for which algebras A do there exist homomorphisms
into algebras with nil radical taking elements of the radical of A into
nonzero elements? The author asked Professor Divinsky this question,
and received a reply that, if the intersection of all powers of the radical
was zero, for each nonzero xe X we could find such a homomorphism.
However, if this intersection is nonzero, the problem is still unsolved.
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